


Our canvas was inspired by the artwork of 
Hannah Dunnett, the artist we studied at the start 
of the year.



We wanted to take this opportunity to introduce 

our canvas and talk about the aspects of it. Like 

with Mrs Adams’ TAIL values picture, our canvas 

has a few hidden messages.. we wonder if 

spotted any?

Firstly, did you notice our team names around

the edge?



The path represents our learning journey. 
Notice how it meanders over hills and past the 
church. This represents our path through the 
different key stages.



The tree represents our Hordle tree in our logo- 
the leaves are each element of our school: DEN, 
our class teams, Breakfast Club and our Hordle 
Hub clubs.



The kites represent our Tail values.
Can you remember what they are?
Can anyone think why the colours red,yellow,blue 
and green have been chosen?



The ships represent our 
team houses and our 
teamSHIP values that we 
show every day  

The sails are coloured in the Chrisrian liturgical 
colours



The sails on the boats are coloured 
in the Liturgical colours.



My lighthouse.. Shining in the 
darkness.. I will follow you

Does anyone recognise the lyrics of this song?

We included a lighthouse after one of 
our favorite hymns

What do you think a lighthouse symbolises?



The Bible mentions a rainbow in the following:

● God put the rainbow in the sky as the sign of his promise 
that he would never again destroy the earth with flood 
(Genesis 9:13–17)

● Whenever the rainbow appears in the clouds, I will see it and 
remember the everlasting covenant between God and all living 
creatures of every kind on the earth." So God said to Noah, 
"This is the sign of the covenant I have established between me 
and all life on the earth."



There are 3 beach huts.. 

Can you think of something in
Christianity that there are 3 of?





And finally, we look at our school bible verse  that is 
written across the canvas:

Why do you think we chose 
to put our school bible verse 
on the canvas?
What does this verse mean?



Thank you for listening to our worship.
We hope you love the canvas and really
hope you enjoy looking at it.

Would anyone like to end with a prayer?

We would love to sing ‘my Lighthouse’ with you. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFBZJGSgyVQ


